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  . . . . . .  A: This is because the CD-Rom has the wrong image on it. They have updated this file to be able to read this format
and it has replaced the older version on your DVD. To repair this you need to reinstall the game and the original software disc If
this does not work, then you have to get the new game and use that one. About this bundle This curated bundle includes up to a

$10 discount off of each of the listed physical product prices. About the digital products Here you can find a map with the
included items, and purchase each of the items in the package as separate downloads. Bundle includes: Strategy: An MP source
(MAP/SOT) of the game released on March 20th, 2011. The map is about 2000x1200 and is in high resolution (1024x1024), it

includes the following: ----------------- 2nd Campaign -------- 2nd Campaign ----------------- - Breakdown Buildings - Assault
Vehicles - Infantry - Artillery - Anti-Tank - Tank Destroyers - Mechanized Infantry - Engineers - Transport - Support - UAVs -
Centauro Class Tank Destroyer - T-34/76 - T-44 Tech tree: The player will need to upgrade their vehicles to ensure survivability
during the campaign. Interface: The game will be available in English. Demo: The demo includes the entire game and is almost
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the same as the final release. Requirements: This game requires a Pentium 3/4 1.8 GHz processor or better, with an AMD64+
Pentium 3 (or better) compatible processor, running Windows XP or Windows Vista. About this product This is a digital

product which includes a map and an accompanying scenario. The scenario is designed to simulate the early stages of the 2nd
Campaign of the Allied Invasion of the German-occupied Western European Theatre of World War II. Note: All sales of this
digital product are final and cannot be cancelled. Additional requirements: To use this product, you will need a copy of Firing
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